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1. BACKGROUND 
The idea of a Crystal City community features/amenities matrix was born out of 
community discussions related to the Zoning Ordinance amendment in 2011 that 
established the “C-O Crystal City” zoning district.  
 
In working to create the “C-O Crystal City” district, the concept of establishing Crystal 
City Block Plans (in lieu of Phased-Development Site Plans as called for in the Crystal City 
Sector Plan) was developed and ultimately adopted. At the same time, the idea of 
developing and maintaining a community features/amenities matrix also emerged, to 
help monitor progress on plan implementation and inform the review of block plans and 
site plans.      
 
Excerpts from the December 2, 2011 staff report related to this matrix read as follows 
(CCSP p. 8-9): 
 
 “A Crystal City-wide community services and amenities inventory would also be part 

of the review and discussion prior to SPRC [Site Plan Review Committee] as a 
separate component of the CCBP [Crystal City Block Plan].”  
 

 “This inventory, generated by staff in discussions with the LRPC [Long Range 
Planning Committee] and Crystal City Citizen Review Council, will help provide 
continual awareness to the community and the County Board on the progress 
toward meeting the Sector Plan’s community-oriented service and amenity goals.”  
 

 “To be used as a mechanism to track achievement of desired service and amenities 
in Crystal City, this inventory would be used in Planning Commission review of the 
CCBP to help identify potential opportunities to achieve desired community services 
or amenities on the subject block.” 
 

 The community services and amenities inventory would also be provided to the 
Board for its information in considering proposed CCBP and final site plans.”  

 
2. DRAFT MATRIX  
Staff has prepared a draft matrix which lists the primary community features/amenities 
identified in the Crystal City Sector Plan and their desired locations, if relevant. The 
matrix also identifies approved or completed site plans since the 2010 adoption of the 
sector plan, along with a list of those features/amenities committed to or provided by the 
final site plan conditions.  
 
3. PROCESS  
After an internal review, staff has proceeded/will proceed with the following steps to 
complete the matrix and make it ready for immediate and ongoing use: 
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 Shared the draft matrix with the Crystal City Citizens Review Council Chair in 

September 2015, made refinements based on input; 
   

 Present the refined draft matrix to the full Crystal City Citizens Review Council 
(“CCCRC”) in September 2015 and the Long Range Planning Committee of the 
Planning Commission (“LRPC”) in February 2016, make refinements based on 
input from both the CCCRC and the LRPC; 
 

 Going forward, subsequent to the approval of each new site plan or site plan 
amendment involving redevelopment in Crystal City and in advance of the review 
of any new site plans by the Site Plan Review Committee, staff will update and 
distribute the matrix to the Crystal City Citizens Review Council and the Long 
Range Planning Committee/Site Plan Review Committee. 
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